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Volume 57, 
Recent survey reveals reaction to Saga 
By JOHN PAUL STEFFEN 
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR 
A memorandum was released recently 
from the office of Myles J. Anderson, 
Dean of Student Life, dealing with a 
survey regarding the food service here. 
The results were obtained from a random 
sample of some 100 students and their 
impressions of the food service. 
The survey pursued such questions as 
food selection, employee courtesy, and 
comparable quality of food. The responses 
were given on scale of zero to four having 
the most positive ·response as four. 
Ratings were derived from the number of 
responses in each catagory. 
The impressions that received the 
lowest ratings dealt, for the most part, 
with a lack of communication between 
students and the service manager, mostly 
from the standpoint of students not 
making known their feelings. The higher 
ratings revealed that most students feei 
that the service employees are courteous. 
The ratings ranged in value from 1.88 to . 
3.25 and most questions dealing with food ' 
quality drew reaction near the center of 
that range. For example, reactions 
relating to the statement, "It's not mom's 
cooking but the food tastes pretty good"' 
resulted in a rating of 2.41. A similar item 
drew reaction concerning food selection at 
each meal; breakfast selections were 
rated at 3.12, lunch at 2.56, and dinner at 
2.73. 
Drug raids 
'possible' on 
Regis campus _ 
By JEROME KELLY 
EDJI'OR 
In the wake of drug raids on dorms at 
the University of Colorado, Colorado 
State, and the University of Denver; 
rumors of an impending bust on the Regis 
campus have been circulating .. 
In recent years, Regis has enjoyed the 
privilege of policing its own campus. The 
Denver Polic Department has trusted thP-
officials of the College to control the use of 
marijuana, alcohol, and other drugs. 
However, it appears that enforcement of 
College regulations, which conform to 
existing state law, have been somewhat 
lax. Residents of the dorms have called ' 
the Denver Police Department to com-
plain. This is consistent with the statistics 
that show that most busts occur as a 
result of. student complaints. Dave 
Radcliffe, Director of Housing, said, 
"We are going to quit ignoring it luse of 
marijuanal and begin more strict enforce-
ment." Radcliffe also said, "Students who 
use marijuana on campus are insensitive 
to other students and the institution 
because they place all students in 
jeopardy." 
"If a bust should occur the most 
important thing to remember is not to 
interfere," according to Lou Bluestein of 
the American Civil Liberties Union. He 
also siad it is important not to consent to 
the search but to allow the police to search 
if they present a warrant. Students 
should try to remember exactly what 
went on during the bust as this may be 
'
useful when and if it is brought to court. 
Mr. Bluestein said that there is no set 
procedure as it depends on the circum-
stances, but the above could be used as a 
guideline. · 
Added comments and suggestions were 
made by 48 of_ the respondents. Some 
comments were, "It's better than last 
year' and "Some variety is lacking." 
..... , 
... 
Hp ho hot 
Suggestions included, "Improve the wash- · 
ing of silverware" and "Keep both line 
open longer." 
Another survey is expected this month 
using a larger sample. It is hoped at that 
time all evaluated areas will receive a 
mean rating of 3.0 or better. 
~ Santo poyed on unexpected visit to the fourth floor of DeSmet Hall during their annual Christmas party. Santo hod 
a little trouble loAding his sleigh on the roof of DeSmet and even a harder time taking off as his nose was 
· reportedly more red t_honftudolph 's._ - (Photo by Jerry Headrick) 
Sting replaced by Gold C Cards 
By 
B&G NEWS STAFF 
The 'Sting" payed its last reward a few 
weeks ago and now DeSmeters are 
·initiating a new project to r.aise funds for 
the dorm. The Sting involved choosing 
the results of 15 football games and the 
exact yardage of the Colorado game each 
week. The entry whose choices most 
.Mastercharge 
system_ used 
in Bookstore 
By B&G NEWS STAFF 
Because the student charge service has 
been temporarily discontinued by the 
Bookstore a new charging service is being 
offered for students. Parents that use · 
Mastercharge may now be billed through 
their account for purchases in the 
Bookstore. Special safeguards are provid-
ed so that this service will apply 
specifically for Bookstore use. 
Students wishing to avail themselves of 
this service must obtain a signature from 
their parents and the card must then be 
forwarded to the Bookstore. All cards are 
kept in the Bookstore so that the parents 
will be assured that they can be used no 
other place. On the back of each card 
parents may indicate purchase · restric-
tions such as use only for textbooks, 
paperbacks, clothing, .gifts, sundries, or 
school supplies. 
closely matched the results for that 
weekend received an award of $150.00 
until (for lack of profit) this was changed 
_!o_jlQQ,.OO .lor -~J:le w!!!!J.~r_ andjQ.Q,QO_ fur_ 
anyone guessing the exact yardage. 
Chairman ofthes-t1n·g committee 
Armand "Buzz" Buzzerio said the Sting 
was a succes·s not only because it raised 
funds for DeSmet but also because it 
·involve<l many people who were actively · 
working on the project. The project 
brought in between · $100.00 and $50.00 
and the money will help replenish the . 
dorm fund which was partially drained . 
·because of the- purchase of several 
_remodeling Jtems. 
Buzz also added that the Sting will be 
Inside 
Christmas 
supplement 
back next year. In the meantime a new 
project is being_u!ldertaken. The 
purchase of disco_l!_nt _ ~ar~s whi~h _\'\'ill 
'provide discounts at such places as 
McDonald's, gas stations, ski area, Holi-
day Inns, and many other places will be 
offered by the dorm. The cards, which are 
called Gold C Cards, are put out by the 
United Bank of Denver, in cooperation 
with Colorado University. Each card sells 
for a dollar and the dorm will receive 40 
cents from each sale. ANyone interested 
may purchase a card from the DeSmet 
R.A. office or any of the R.A.s. DeSmet 
Head Resident AI Probst feels the Gold C 
cards would make an excellent inflation-
fighting gift. 
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Wine is not just for drinking 
'Wine promises to add sparkle to holiday se·ason 
ByJANKRANC 
FEATURE EDITOR 
Whether you are a wine connois-
seur or not, it is more than likely 
you wil be drinking your share of 
fine wines this coming Christmas 
holiday season. In the last few 
years, wine has been gradually 
growing in popularity with both 
young and old folks for a number 
of reasons. Wine is very soothing 
to your digestive system-you are 
less apt to experience heartburn 
or stomachaches after a large 
dinner if you have eaten slowly 
and accompanied your meal with 
wine. Some doctors recommend 
drinking wine for their older 
patients, saying it will aid diges-
tion and relax their nerves if they 
drink in moderation. 
Aside from these considera-
tions, wine is traditionally part of 
the Christmas dinner as being a 
special beverage-one that spark-
les and gleams in a wine glass 
while tinsel and lights glitter on 
the Christmas tree. However, the 
majority of people never really 
taste their wine enougi) to suitably 
enjoy its full sense-appealing 
treats. For starters, pour the wine 
to fill half to two-thirds of the win~} 
glass. Then smell the bouquet of 
the wine in short sniffs. Take a 
swallow of the wine (be sure to 
note the color) and hold the liquid 
in your mouth, rolling it around to 
coat the tongue and roof of the 
mouth. You'll find the whole 
inside of your mouth feels differ-
ent, because wine actually alters 
the taste buds in the mouth and 
thereby mellows and smooths your 
taste. That's why dinners always 
taste better when-accompanied by 
wine. 
To really judge the wine and 
determine its taste, take two or 
three more sw~llows (not sips). By 
the third swallow, you should be 
able to decide whether the wine is 
dry, sweet, dull, or exciting. 
Plato once 11aid, "When a man 
drinks wine at dinner, he begins to 
be better pleased with himself." 
Wine does tend to cast a rosy glow 
over dinner and worldly concern, 
as well as relax those partaking. It 
has been called the ultimate 
communicator, because it affects 
four of the five senses and also 
induces the recall of wine-related 
memories (the sense of smell is 
intimately linked to the brain's 
memory banks). 
Wine is not just for drinking 
I 
though. Good chefs know the 
secrets of cooking with wine and 
the motto of the gourmet cook is 
said to be an old French proverb, 
"Wash with water, cook with 
wine." An Italian court once ruled 
that wine is indispensible in 
cooking. The fact is this: wine 
enhances the flavor of food to a 
high degree. Properly used, wine 
can do a number of things: when 
usei! as marinade or in long, slow 
simmering the acid of wine will 
tenderize meat, thus allowing you 
to use a less expensive cut; used to 
replace part of the liquids in any 
recipe, including soup, it will give 
your dish a unique flavor. 
. He~e's _a quick and easy way to 
g1ve Jazzmg up food with wine 
try over the holidays: when yo~ 
get ready to make hamburgers 
add a few ounces of wine to the 
skillet or baking dish before you 
put on the meat. If the aroma 
itself doesn't make you drool the 
wineburgers will. ' 
And if you're the adventurou s~rt, you might decide that makin; 
w1~e your~elf would be an inter. 
estmg proJect for a lazy day ove 
the Christmas break. Check your 
mother's cookbooks or your 
friends' for recipes. Though th~ 
actual concocting only takes about 
halp a day, by letting it ferment till 
~aster or spring break, you'll have 
your ow~ ta::t or sweet apple, or 
oth~r frmt wme, depending on you 
recipe. 
Of course, if ydu haven't the 
time or desire to make it yourself 
wine shops offer an especiall; 
varied and good selection during 
the Christmas holidays. For a 
change, try some dry or cream 
sherry . before dinner or just to 
warm up ·on_a cold wintry day, or 
some deep red burgundies or fine 
Rhine wines with dinner. 
'Tis the season to be jolly ... 
First annua I arts and. crafts fair held today Fraternity 
By ROSIE QUINN 
B&G FEATURE STAFF 
On December 11, 1974, from 
11~0 a.m. until 6:00 p.m., mem-
bers of DeSmet Hall, the Sopho-
more class, and the Patrons of the 
Arts program, will sponsor the 
Fjrst Annual Yuletide Arts and 
Crafts Fair, to be held in the 
Student Center. The purpose of 
this fair is to provide students, 
faculty, and various Denver arti-
sans with an opportunity to 
exhibit their talents in arts and 
crafts. Also the fair will enable 
Regis College and the Denver 
community a chance to acquire 
Chistmas ideas and presents be-
fore the Christmas rush. 
Some of the various participants 
in the Arts and Crafts Fair will be 
Dr. Janay Downing and Dr. Redle. 
They will be showing crude or fine 
stitching. Mrs. William Pickett 
will be demonstrating and selling 
macrame and wall hangings. 
Friends Flora, the plant people, 
will return to Regis selling plants 
and things. Dr. Les Bundy will be 
displaying wood crafts. Comic 
Candles from Boulder will also 
participate. Larry Winegar, a 
local potter, will be present along 
with his potter's wheel, which will 
probably be set up in the game 
room of the Bar. Judy Thorp, a 
Regis alumna, will be displaying 
photography. Mr. and Mrs. Steven 
Barn~~il!_ be selling Christmas 
ornaments. Various jewelry and 
leather items will be shown by 
Sarah Tapscott and Mary Ann 
Bower. Sketches in pen and ink 
will be available by Jim Wombach-
er. Wall hangings will also be 
displayed by Sally Ohlendorf, as 
. well as more candles by Mary 
James, and additional jewelry by 
Marsha Amick. Mary Loman, an 
area Denver artisan, will display 
sculptures. These are just several 
of the many exhibitions and 
exhibitors, who will be participat-
ing in the Arts and Crafts Fair. 
If anyone is interested in being a 
part of the Fair one can do so by 
contacting Lynne Hansen, 210 
Student Center, on or before 
December 9. All Regis partici-
pants will be charged a $3.00 
registration fee. Non-Regis parti-
cipants will be charged a $5.00 
registration fee, plus a 10 percent 
commission. All procedes will to 
to the sponsors to assist them in 
1-70 ,& Federal · Standard 
4.18 FHiral Blvd. 
433-1114 o,. 24 ....... . 
1-70 & Pecos Standard 
· 4118 Pecos 
477-2217 
Open 7:00 a.m.-8:00p.m. 7 days a ~Hk 
i.atest. equ'ipment for yo.ur complete car care. 
Foreign car work done, lnspe~tions, Tires . 
Towin9 .. 
Mechanic on duty every day 'til midnight at .. 
Federat Station. 
Bring Regis 1.0. for 1 0 percent Discount 
. on Labor and Parts Part· Time 
Help Wont.C.. 
Lynne Hansen, Director of Campus Activities, organized the 
Yuletide Arts and Crafts Fa1r to be held December 11. (Photo 
financial endeavors. If there is (Photo by Jeff Rieth) 
enough student response, you can look forward to seeing the Arts 
and Crafts Fair annually. 
Parents organize to restrict 
·false cults by teaching ~truth' 
(CPS) Thirty persons, most of 
them parents of members of 
religious cults throughout the 
U.S., met over the Labor Day 
weekend in Denver, Colo. to found 
a national organization aimed at 
restricting the influence of re-
ligious cults on young people. 
The group, which calls itself the 
Citizens Freedom Foundation 
(CFF), planned to encourage 
young people who have left cults 
such as the Children of God, Hare 
Krishna, Divine Light Mission 
and various Jesus groups to speak 
on high school and college campus-
es. 
Elias Thomas, a spokesman for 
the organization, claimed there are 
about 15oo cults in North America 
but "most of them aren't religiou~ 
at all. If they were religious they 
wouldn't teach the kids to run 
away and hate parents and the 
society and the government." 
. "These groups try to use the 
F~rst Amendment to hide behind, 
but the First Amendment is in no 
way connected to this," he added. 
C.F.F. also advocated changes in 
the.law that would require investi-
gation o~ any groups applying for 
non-profit status, primarily be-
~ause of the widespread demand 
y cults that members donate all 
personal assets. "The k'd h 
·oin· · 1 s w o J ~Ive. all their money to the 
orgamzatiOns and come out 'th 
nothing." Thomas declared WI 
Thomas and many of th~ other 
pare~ts at the meeting were 
one-time employers of l' . d re 1g10us epr.o~ammer Ted Patrick wh 
specializes in abducti'ng a d : l o 
· 1 n 1so at-
mg cu t members while h . 
them days-long satur t' e give 
in what h II .. a Ion courses 
. e ca s the tr th " 
Comcidentally, it is the T uh . 
case that has . omas 
most trouble. gwen Patrick the 
• • opinions 
surveyed 
By B&G FEATURE STAFF 
Fraternities/Sororities, do you 
see them as having a valid purpose 
on the Regis campus? Would you 
pledge? 
To find the answers to these 
question, the Brown and Gold 
surveyed a random 200 students 
and found some very predictable 
results. 
Forty percent of those poled 
• saw fraternities/ sororities as hav· 
ing a valuable place here. 
Common responses were, "they 
provide both a service to others, 
like the Rho Chi Sigma blood band, 
and have many social activities," 
"a good way to get to know people 
especially freshmen," "great part· 
ies and a good time." 
Sixty percent felt that there was 
really no need for a fraternity/sor· 
ority type organiZltion (17 percent 
of the 60 percent approved of 
fraternities/sororities on other 
campuses). 
To the question of pledging, 30 
percent of all those poled said they 
would pledge. Seventy percent 
said they would never pledge 
under any circumstances, whether 
on this campus or any other. 
From this study it becomes 
apparent that the fraternity/sor-
ority has a real place and value for 
·certain people. However, the 
majority at Regis doesn't seem to 
feel the desire for these types of 
organizations. 
The reasons for this can only be 
speculated upon. Is the student 
body too apathetic and indifferent 
to want to get involved in any t~pe 
of organization? Is it the orgamza· 
tions themselves? Or is it just that 
Regis is really too small for an 
effective fraternity/sorority type 
organization? 
MAKE$500 
On each commission. Camput an~ 
local repreaentatlves are neede 
for nationwide employee search. 
For full Information write su:;r 
Advertlsina Co., P.O. Box • 
Peoria, Ill., 61601. -
i8._WW- WI 
New re~elations concerning UFO's to be released 
By JOHN GHRIST 
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE 
Speculation aboutUnidentified 
Flying Objects (UFOs) has raged 
for decades now, but the roots of 
the whole debate go back even 
farther than that. 
Wright Patterson Air Force Base, 
they were described by Carr's 
sources as being nearly human: 
white skinned, blue-eyed and even 
genetically compatible with hu-
mans-the only difference being 
that the UFO pilots were shorter 
than earth people and had more 
· l$',..#'~ ., 
~ ... /# w 
alleged hoa-x. During the course of 
the interview Carr unravelled the 
story of a man whose decades-long 
faith in something seems about to 
come to fruition-something that 
involves nothing less than the 
salvation of the human race. 
11 O'K.AY1 FEt..LA ..... JUS'T L..IKE ! IAUGI-fT YA, NOW ••••. FErCH T~C. FR\SBE.E!" 
Yet this winter there has been a highly developed brains. LIFTED THE LID 
particular flush of interest in the Carr's allegations received add- Carr believes that the genetical-
whole UFO question. Investiga- ed credibility when the Air Force ly compatible beings found in the 
tion nurtured by some UFO buffs and the White House promptly 1948 UFO dovetails with Erich 
has revealed a nearly religious issued firm denials that such a Von Daniken's theories on man-
belief that mankind and UFOs are , UFO existed. kind's evolution being helped 
on the verge of some kind of But the story was probed by along at crucial stages by visits 
historic confrontation. reporters from various agencies, from UFO beings, whom Carr 
STARTING THE BALL 
ROLLING 
This year's controversy was 
kicked off in early October when 
Robert Carr, a recently retired 
professor at the University of 
South Florida, announced that he 
had eyewitness proof that the Air 
Force was in possession of a very 
peculiar item: a damaged UFO 
and the bodies of 12 beings. The 
12 beings, claimed Carr, were 
found aboard the UFO after it 
crashed in New Mexico in 1948. 
Stashed away in hangar 18 at 
an interesting coincidence was refers to as "men." 
uncovered. In 1968, a novel called Carr is positive that the U.S. 
The Fortec Conspiracy was pub- government is on the verge of 
lished. It told the story of a man admitting that intelligently-piloted 
who broke into hangar 18 at UFos exist, on the basis of a tip he 
Wright-Patterson in search of his received from an unnamed "cor-
brother-only to find his brother respondent" in Washington. The 
had succumbed to a disease process will begin with an NBC 
carried by the bodies of five beings documentary on UFOs scheduled 
recovered from a crashed UFo and for Sunday, December 15. This is 
kept in cold storage. The plot was because the military itself can't 
based on a popular UFO rumor suddenly reverse its position on 
that has been circulating for about UFos, so it's letting the media 
20 years. break the news, Carr says. 
CPS called Professor Carr in "The NBC documentary will just 
Florida to get his comment on the lift the lid on UFOs," Carr 
explains. "It will feature face-to-
face interviews with major figures 
connected with the UFO story," 
and is all part of the Pentagon 
plan. 
SAVING HUMANITY 
Carr believes that unless some-
thing miraculous happens, man-
kind is doomed. Trapped here on a 
"hopelessly polluted planet" with 
the population exploding uncon-
trollably and the possibility of 
nuclear holocaust imminent, hu-
manity is just around the corner 
from destruction. 
Carr's vision is to make contact 
with the UFO aliens through 
Operation Lure, and somehow 
manage to persuade them to share 
with man their scientific secrets, 
which can then be used to solve 
the worl's problems before earth 
teeters over the brink of disaster. 
Using "only a fraction of the 
money it costs to scramble fighters 
to chase UFOs," Carr, Keyhoe, 
and some other selected colleagues 
will set up a multi-media exhibi-
tion of human culture on top of an 
already-selected remote mesa in 
New Mexico. Messages will be 
beamed to UFOs telling them of 
the "safe" zone on top of the mesa 
where they may come without 
fear. 
At that point, Carr and his 
colleagues will show that they are 
people "with good hearts" who are 
"intellectually capable" of mean-
ingfully communicating with ex-
traterrestrial beings. They will 
somehow persuade the UFO be-
ings to share all their scientific 
secrets with man, in return for 
which "we'll give them anything 
they want." 
Carr seems to think they will 
want nothing more than large 
quantities of water, which for 
some reason UFOs have been 
unable to obtain up to now. But 
even if they want people, Carr 
said, that's okay. As a professor, 
he has spoken to many students 
who would jump at the chance to 
go to another planet. 
Carr is sure that he and his 
colleagues will succeed and the 
UFO beings will meet with them in 
a new Von-Daniken-style c:ontad 
that will produce yet another 
"quantum leap forward of civiliza-
tion," and make Columbus' discov-
ery "pale by comparison." 
"Haven't you ever heard of the 
Age of Aquarius?" Carr demands. 
"Well, this is i~ This is wltere it 
will start. And ·you yOUDg people 
are the lucky ones. You'D get to 
live through it. Keyhoe aud I will 
only be around long eaougb to get 
it started." 
THINKING YOUNG 
Carr's vision of grass :roots UFO 
support calls for lllCIISt of the 
pressure to be generated by JOIIDg 
people, particularly C!llllqe stu-
dents. 
"They're lyoung peoplet not 
afraid of them fUFO beingst. 
Why, most of them have told me 
that if they heard there were 
really UFOs, they'd go out on the 
Ia wn and dance and sing. And if 
they met one, why they'd probably 
try to turn the little guys on," Carr 
chuckles. · 
And if the UFO beings do give 
us their secrets, that will be the 
knowledge man needs to save 
himself. "Everyone has got to 
think young," Carr explains. 
"The young live in ex:ped;ation of a 
miracle. There's got to be 
something happening or we're. all 
going down the drain,,. he ·says 
with an audible lump in his throat. 
Sound fantastic? "The Bible is a 
gold mine of UFO stories." Carr 
claims, but people believe in it 
anyway. 
But whether man's salvation 
comes from within himself, 
through the Second Coming of 
Christ, or the Fourth of Fifth 
Coming of Van Daniken's flying 
friends, Carr's particular vision 
will he tested very soon, if his 
timetable for dramatic Pentagon 
disclosures holds up. 
"By Christmas," Carr promises, 
"we'll all be a lot wiser." 
Theology Department offers Southwestern field trip 
By BETTY WISE 
B&G FEATURE STAFF 
Through the Theology Depart-
ment, a cultural course will be 
offered for the spring semester. 
RC 464, which will be presented by 
Fr. Steele and Mr. Lumpp, is a 
class of religion and the culture of 
the Southwestern states of the 
country. This class will meet on 
Tuesdays and Thursdays from 
3:15-4:30. 
The course itself will prepare 
the students for a later field trip. 
Registration finalization schedule 
To ·insure a smooth Finalization There is no need to worry that 
procedure, Student Academic Ser- you won't get the courses which 
vices asks for your cooperation in you originally signed up for. 
confirming your registration for However, you will be dropped 
the spring- semester. Finalization from all courses if you don't 
will be on January 6 only finalize your registration. 
in the Fieldhouse. Anyone fi- Following, find your appointed 
nalizing after that date will be times: 
charged a $20.00 late fee. It will Time First letter of last name 
-9:00-10:00 a.m. 
10:00-11:00 a.m. 
11:00-12:00 a.m. 
1:00-2:00 p.m. 
2:00-3:30 p.m. 
3:30-4:40 p.m. 
6:00-7:00 p.m. 
7:00-8:00 p.m. 
8:00-9:00 p.m. 
B,U,V 
E,H,L 
W,X,Y,Z 
G,R 
M 
N,S 
C,F 
D,T 
O,P,Q 
also be necessary for you to .§,;Qo-~:.00 a_.m_. 
present your I.D. for admittance. · ~~~-~-~,~~~--IJilJialj.i113i111fl1~~~ 
To avoid the usual hassle, they • • .~ R ··deboard 
ask that you finalize at your 
appointed times which were pick-
ed at random. Those students not 
coming at the proper time will 
have to wait until all those 
scheduled have been processed. 
The Evening Division students 
will be able to register at any time 
during the day or evening. 
Riders needed to share expens· Riders wanted:...help with gas 
es to St. Louis, Indianapolis, and driving to Detroit via 80E. 
Cincinnati for Christmas break. Contact Marge Thibodeau, 321-
Willleave around the 16th or 17th. · 8858. Leaving Dec. 13 in p.m. 
Contact Rick Greiwe, O'Connell 
007. 
Journalism~ 
(CO 415} 
Learn allaspects ol 
Radio Sports News layout design 
Television Editing Features Printed media 
This seven-day trip is from March 
25 through Aprill. Mesa Verde is 
the starting point of this trip. 
There will be a tour through the 
Canon de Chelly in Arizona. The 
trip will continue through the 
middle of the Navajo's country, 
whose scenery and cliff dwellings 
are examples of natural beauty. In 
Acoma, there will be a presenta-
tion of Indian ceremonies. Ancient 
Spanish ceremonies will be held in 
a small old town not too far from 
Albuquerque. Santa Fe and Santa 
Cruz will be on the tour plan too. 
On the final highlights on this trip, 
Taos Pueblo and Ranchos de Taos 
will be included. 
A research project will be 
assigned for this trip, and this is 
part of the major work on the field 
trip. The expenses of the trip are 
food, gas, and main entrance fees. 
The cost is approximately fifty to 
sixty dollars per person. This class 
will only be opened to second 
semester sophomores, juniors, and 
seniors. Permission can be granted 
by Mr. Lumpp, who is located in 
the Theology Department or Fr. 
Steele in the English Department. 
Part-time opportunity 
Make money at home or at 
school. We have \an excellent pop-
ular product. Good profit, no 
boss, no ·q_uota, no age limit. For 
fr~e sales kit 'call 232-3022. 
(it's not too late to add a · course!) · ,.-...... ·-·-"'""-"··-·--"""""""-"'1"1' L-----~~------------~----~ 
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aditoPial 
The evil weed 
In the old days it was smokin' corn sild behind the barn and 
drinkin' white lightnin'. It is only logical that with the 
technological refinement of society should come a refinement 
in the wya in which man alters his consciousness. 
Well, today it's dope. It appears to have no drawbacks 
except that spacy feeling (commonly referred to as the 
amotivational syndrome by the older generation) and maybe 
a sore throat if you get a bad lid. However, society has chosen 
not to acknowledge this method of altering one's 
consciousness. 
This means you may get busted" and if you live in the wrong 
place you may get up to 20 years behind bars. Society is, as 
you can see, very adamant in dictating the ways you may alter 
your consciousness: alcohol, nicotine, caffiene, sleeping pills, 
and diet pills (socialized speed). 
Society has chosen to isolate these substances because 
(apparently) of the behaviors they produce. If one keeps 
these behaviors private he is harming no one (except possibly 
himself). 
We hope that no serious incidents involving the bbuse of 
marijuana will occur. All it takes is one small mistake to ruin a 
potentially successful career. Just ask Dick Nixon. 
The Brown & Gold 
On the front page in 20 point bold type it reads Regis 
College Student Newspaper. We placed it there for a purpose; 
to remind students that the Brown and Gold is their 
newspaper. It is a vehicle for student expression and should 
represent the ideas and views of the students. The B&G 
should print articles of interest to the students and cover 
campus news that is important and informative. 
We aren't perfect, though. If you think we print too much of 
this or not enough of that, let us know. 
A'so, don't forget the letters to the Editor. If you have a 
gripe and can't seem to get any satisfaction, or maybe a 
compliment, make it known to all. l ately, the only letters to 
the Editor have been getting have been from his mother. 
We'd l ike to hear from you. Drop us a note or stop by. We'll 
listen. 
The basketball team 
Two more points," yelled Mark Digman from atop a human 
pyramid composed of some of the more enthusiastic fans at 
the basketball game Friday night. Regis showed that it really 
does have spirit when they have something to cheer for. The 
team was taking on the formidable Wayne State and even 
though victory slipped through their grasp by one basket in 
the final second of the game they gave a fine performance. 
Coach Karabetsos and the team . deserve a hearty 
congratulations. 
······••&• 
THE 
SfMESlfA 
EXHIBJT 
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Looking for a part-time job? 
we need typesetters!!! If you have a minimum of typing ability and a maximum o 
dependability and drive, you're just the person we're looking for. The operation of th 
The Brown and Gold is published semimonthly during the academic Compugraphic Compuwriter can be learned quickly from our present head typesetter. Th 
year. It is the official student newspaper of Regis College. Editorial job pays $2.00 011 hour which is, w. hen all is said and done, quite 0 good w ay to earn your bee opinion expressed in this publication does not necessarily reflect that of 
the adminiMrat~n. faculty, or Mudent body. ~~m~o•n•e•y··~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Financial aid . 
statements due 
Editor ... .. ...... . . . .. . ... . .. - . : . .. . ...... : . ... Jerome Kelly 
Managing Editor ...... . ..... . .... , ...... . . ....... Mike Gorrell 
News Edi tor ...... . .... . .. , .... . .. , ......... . ... Julie Shutts 
Feature Editor ... . ... . ... . .. . ................... Jan Krane 
Sports Editor .... . . . ....... . .................... John Gargulak 
E ntertainment Eaitor . .... . ......... . . . .......... J im O'Neill 
Cons~Iting Editor ... . ................ :..:...: .·_:_ . .... . . Dan Lippe 
Staff Writers . . ...................... . Mary Phillips, Rosie Quinn, 
Joe Abate, John Steffen, 
Pete Gilloon, Mary Martelon 
Joyce Sanchez, B. Wise 
Artists . ............................. J o Schlicht, Tom Salazar 
Circulation Manager ..... . ........ . .............. Rod Nowadzky 
Business Manager. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . King Gladden. 
Advertising Manager ...... . . .... ~ ............... . Randy Acelage 
Photographers ..................... : .... Jeff Rieth, Bill H~,in.agan, 
Paul Rusin, Tom Jaeger 
Advisor ... . ... : ..... . ................ . ......... Randy Lumpp 
September of 1975 may seem far financial statements must be sub-
away r ight now, but for students 
who want to apply for financial aid mit ted to ACT early in 1975, 
for 1975-76 the effort should be preferably in January. 
Family Financial Statements made now to prepare and process 
the necessary financial documents. are available in the Financial Aid 
Mr. John Dodson, Director of Office, Room 210 Student Center. 
Financial Aid, announces that · Mr. Dodson urges all students to 
Family Financial Information must obtain the forms before leaving for 
be prepared by the student and Christmas vacation. The state-
' parents and _E!:_I)~~~sed by ACT ment should be mailed to ACT as 
!
Financial Aid Services so tha'.t early in the New Year as possible. 
eligibilityy of students for aid may All students receiving financial ~~~~.allege _press serv.· iEe im~ f. ~~c~e~~~:~:~i.onr~e:r:;r a~o ;:~: :~<!ni!~~~ t~:t:heth~:wY~i~an:fa~ J?' ' - for review and decision before the do.cuments are necessary for the -;.,...~~~~···~.-.-.· ~~~~-~~--~~· ·'""""'~··~-~---_. 1 end of the Spring Semester, the l975·76 academic year. 
School's facilities 
under ~Big Tent' 
' -
(CPS)·- Rather than erect a 
typical building with the typical 
pricetag of $8 million. La Verne 
College in Southern California has 
decided to erect a !2.5 million 
"Tent" _ io house its student 
government, a basketball court, 
and several classrooms, reported 
Higher Education Daily. 
The tent is made of 8000 square 
yards of Teflon-coated fiberglass 
stretched over an acre and a half of 
what us€d to be a football field. 
According to La\' erne President 
Dr. Leland Neweomer, the only 
worry the St:hoot has now is 
vandals armed with sharp 
instruments. 
Photos by Bill Hanagan 
I 
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Capitalistic brats abound during Christmas season 
By MARK POUNDS 
L~ well, if it isn.'t getting near 
Christmas. Yes, Christmas 
that unsurpassed time of 
increased profit margin, mer-
chandising, and stock market b9lstering 
benevolence. Along-with these inspira-
tional manifestations of Christmas also 
come the headaches, nervous breakdowns, 
and general lightness of brain associated 
with whining children. Next to capitalism, 
Christmas is a children's time, (\nd next to 
capitalism only children can be as 
debilitating on ones finances, and nerves. 
'MOM, 00 
T JiJtT :I 
voc.l T HINI( .sANT-4 cL.4CIS w•LL 1= INt ouT 
poUAEO G--LUE DOWN Tt4E- PR.AZIV_P'J 
Right around Christmas time children 
begin to feel remorse for all of the bad 
things that they have done during the 
year. They make tl}is state of mind kn?ws 
by constantly asking redundant questions 
like Mommy, do you think that Santa 
Claus knows about the time I poured 
Sani-Fiush in Timmy's bath water?" or 
Mommy, will Santa remember how hard I 
try to keep from smacking the last 
vestiges of life out of Jeannette?" This 
constant inquiry by the children as to 
their moral standing with ole St. Nick 
generally either results in the parents 
buying the kid everything he wants to 
shut him up, or shattering the poor 
sibling's idealism by telling him that there 
really is no Santa Claus, and that if he 
doesn't clam up he won'~ even get a pair of 
socks for Christmas. 
That children believe with at times 
almost fanatical fervor in the existence of 
Santa Claus is hardly a mystery. Consider 
their line of logic, which as it turns out is 
very sound. The only other person who 
could be leaving all those presents under 
the tree if not Santa is Mommy and 
Daddy. Now the old man has never forked 
out much more than an occasional movie 
fare for us in the past; what strange ill 
could possess him that he would all of a 
sudden buy each kid in the family a nice 
expensive gift. The real trauma that is 
associated with discovering that there is 
no Santa Claus is not so much that you all 
of a sudden discover that one of your idols 
doesn't exist, as moh as it is trying to 
'figure out what in the hell is coming off 
with all of the sudden unexplained 
generosity. 
Of course, children ask for stranger and 
stranger things every year. I guess it's a 
sign of our preoccupation with violence 
and agression but this year's Christmas 
toys make me wonder. Consider for 
example The Wonder-Death Massacre 
Kit" in which the child gets a complete set 
of plastic bad guys" associated with 
modern war-things like peasants, w0• 
men, children; and the like. These little 
plastic figures wind up and die hideous 
deaths when you shoot them with your 
official 'Carnage-Creator Sub-Machine 
Gun." All pieces sold separately of course. 
But to say that all people completely 
miss the spirit of Christmas is sheer folly. 
Most people in fact probably have quite a 
good notion of what Christmas should be, 
so in that vein let me just say from the 
Brown and· Gold Staff, Merry Christmas, 
and don't play with any of your little 
brother's of sister's toys unless you · are 
completely sure you know what you are 
doing, and that it's _not pointed to anyone 
who might be beneficial to you in the 
future. 
PLEASE NOTE! 
Christmas 
Mass at 4:30p.m. 
on Sunday, · De-
cember 15 is the 
only Mass on 
that day. 
Catalogue seeks to provide Christmas spirit 
By NANCY HEINE 
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE 
Earth provides . enough for everyman's 
need but not for everyman's greed." 
-Gandhi 
T'S Christmas time. Out of the 
mothballs come the Santa 
suits. Down from the storage 
shelves come plastic elves and 
tinsel trees and battery-powered mangers 
with lighted up baby Jesus'. Up into tbe 
stacks go greeting cards marked Humor-
ous," Religious," and Personalized" in red 
and green day-glo. Merry Christmas," say 
the department stores, If you haven't a 
need we'll create one." 
No more!" is the adamant answer from 
the Alternatives agency. Calling them-
selves a not-for-profit action/education 
agency, they have just completed the 
second edition of their Alternate Christ· 
mas Catalogue, a 128-page paperback 
guide to the alt~rnate Christmas. 
What is an alternate Christmas? To 
begin with, it has to do with decomerciali-
zation, saying no to merchants who have 
twisted a celebration into a sales event. 
And, it has to do with simplicity. During 
an alternative Christmas H is more 
blessed to give" homemade gffts or gifts 
from self-help crafts groups or even to _ 
divert money .to people-and-earth pro-
jects. 
The. Alternate Christmas Catalogue is a 
tool for actualizing the alternate Christ-
mas, for putting substance back into an 
increasingly hollow holiday. 
Divided into four segments, the book 
opens with a series of alternate views of 
Christmas. Articles entitled Philosophy of 
Giving," On Creative Deprivation," and 
The Hidden Price Tag" explore the evils of 
a commercial Christmas and the need for 
.humanization of the holiday. 
In a sub-section called 'Alternative 
Celebrations" the alternate Christmas 
idea is expanded to include other holidays. 
Readers' letters suggest new ways to 
celebrate birthdays, weddings, graduation 
-even funerals. 
But the body of the book provides 
concrete ideas for recharging the worn· 
Yuletide event. Addresses of political, 
environmental, and religious organiza-
tions are listed so that readers may 
contribute to their causes on behalf of 
friends and family rather . than giving 
material goods. 
The Wilderness Society, the Friends of 
the Earth, the American Civil Liberties 
Union, the Gray Panthers, and a number 
of churches are some of the groups 
represented. They are given full-page 
space to explain their projects and.ask for 
donations. 
While the catalogue has by no means 
the definitive list of homemade gifts, it 
does have the recipe for kneaded 
Aggression Cookies and instructions for 
clown mobiles. It also includes a two-page 
bibliography of how-to" books. 
Christmas is a big holiday for children, 
so the catalogue devotes a large amount of 
space to Christmas ideas for them. 
Suggestions are provided on how to 
counteract a child's TV toy brainwashing, 
and more meaningful gifts are listed as 
substitutions for the splashy, expensive 
brand name toys. 
To prove their sincerity, the authors 
close the book with a complete breakdown 
of their non-profit budget. The disclosure 
underlines for the reader t.he fact that the 
Alternatives agen~y is not trying to make 
their own bundle off the holiday season 
but really cares about putting Christm.as 
spirit back into Christmas. They cla1m 
that last year, the first edition of the 
catalogue diverted $300,000 from consum-
er products to human welfare projects. 
The Alternative Christmas- Catalogue. 
Published by Alternatives, part of the 
Interaction coalition, with offices at 1500 
Farragut St., NW, Washington, D.C .• 
20011; 128 pages; $2.00. 
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Get in the spirit with some Christmas sounds 
By B&G ENTERTAINMENT STAFF 
T'S Christmas season once again, 
and that means big money if 
you've got a product to sell. 
The music industry is no 
exception, so we're being flooded with an 
array of Christmas albums, both old and 
new, which so kindly offer you their 
company during the holidays, but most 
importantly, see your attractive five 
dollars. 
If you're in the market for Christmas 
music that is just dandy for rocking out 
under the Christmas music that is just 
dandy for rocking out under the Christ-
mas tree a good choice would be an 
Osmond Brothers Christmas album. The 
Operation Santa ~laos seeks 
true Christmas spirit at Regis 
PERATION Santa Claus is a 
project undertaken yearly by 
the Mental Health Association 
since 1958 to provide for a 
happier Christmas for patients in the 
Pueblo State Hospital, Fort Logan, and 
various . nursing homes. This is a 
statewide all volunteer· effort reaching 
3000 or more persons who ·are mentally 
disturbed. Gifts and donations are 
collected by the mental health units 
d C I d received an award from the Mental Health arOUn 0 Ora 0. Association in recognition of their service 
Once again Regis College participated ' to the project. . . 
in the effort to raise money for this How~ver, ~ollec~~n~ m the. pas\.:~o 
worthwhile cause. Since 1968, Regis yeahrs . ave een IS etartTenh~ng- I the 
students have been involved with ent usJasm was apparen . IS year e 
0 t' S t Cl s .. In 1972 Regis Student Senate, Brown and God, and pera Ion an a au ' ' Senior Class put forth their efforts to 
. make Operation Santa Claus a success 
once again. 
older one is my favorite; in that kinky 
piece, you can hear the angelic Donny 
Osmond before his voice underwent that 
striking change that made us all weep and 
yearn for that sweet, innocent \Juppy-
love" call of yester-years. Nonetheless, 
it's still the immortial Osmond Brothers, 
the most wholesome, and probably the 
most wealthy rock band in the country. 
There's nothing like a mixture of good 
cheer and bubble gum to bring the holiday 
season to a joyful climax. 
Fortunately, the King Family are still 
producing holiday records. I really do 
miss those television specials they used to 
make. Images of the ideal American 
family dressed in tuxedoes and eveining 
gowns trimmed with gold and diamonds 
singing 0 Holy Night" on a haystack in a 
stable gives one a true feeling of the spirit 
of Christmas. 
Every year the Chipmunks' Christmas 
album is re-released and no one ever 
seems to grow tired of it. This Chipmunk 
The Night Before A 
Our counlry is presently in the grip of a 
tidal wave of nostalgia . Believing that the 
Ch"ristmas season should not be exempt 
from this insanity, the BROWN AND GOLD 
proudly prints a Christmas poem, set is 
the beat " pop culture of over a decade ago . 
Remember??? · 
T'was the night before Christmas, and all thru the pad 
Not a hipster was swinging, not even old Dad ; 
The chimney was draped in that stocking routine, 
In hopes that fhe Fat Man" would soon make the 
scene 
T'was the night before Christmas, and atl thru the pad 
Not a hipster was swinging, not even old Dad; 
The chimney was draped in that stocking routine, 
·In hopes that fhe Fat Man" would soon make the 
scene; 
The wee cats were laid out all ~ool in their beds, 
While sounds of the Sugar Blues" wailed thru their 
heads ; 
And my chick in her Castro" and me on the floor, 
Had just conked out cold for a forty-wink snore, 
When out of left field there came such a ribble, 
1 broke from my sack to see what was this dribble! 
To the glasspane I cut like a B-Weste~n mov1e, 
Tuned in on the action, and, Man was 1t groovy! 
The moon and the snow were, like faking together, 
Which made the scene rock in the Day People 
weather, 
When, what to these peepers should come on real 
queer, 
But a real crazy sleigh, and eight swinging reindeer, 
With a hopped-up old driver on some frantic kick, 
1 was hip in a flash that it must be St. Nick, 
Much faster than Bird" blew , this group was no drag, 
And he rocked , and he rolled, and he pegged them by 
tag: 
Like , Dasher! Like , Dancer! Like, Prancer and Vixen! 
Go, Comet! Go, Cupid! Go, Donder and Blltzen! 
Fly over the shack! Make it· over the pad! 
Now.cut out , Man! Cut out like mad!" 
masterpiece, however, gets rarer every 
year, but don't get uptight. You can 
always buy an old Bing Crosby Christmas 
record and turn it up to 48 rpm. 
I'm sure that all you Regis kids know, 
by heart, the Beach Boys' Christmas 
songs. This surfing music seems to be the 
extend of musical progression at this 
college. The Beach Boys are inescapable 
here ... but that's fine with us, right? 
Their stuff is easy to dance to, it allows for 
complete regression, and it goes well with 
school functions such as Drown Nights 
and Wappadullas that are such an 
important part of this institution of higher 
learning. 
The preceding were just a few 
holiday music pieces which I thought 
might appeal to you. Support your 
favorite record company and buy a few. 
Do them a favor; after all, it is Christmas. 
The Brown and Gold Entertainment 
Staffwishes you a Merry and Tuneful 
Christmas. 
IBeatl Christma 
As sidemen in combos pick up as they stomp, 
When they swing with the beat of a Dixieland romp, 
So up to the top of my bandstand they flew , 
With the sleigh full of loot , and St. Nicholas, too. 
And then, in a quick riff , I dug on the roof 
The jumping and jiving of each swinging hoof. 
As I pulled in my noggin , and turned around fast, 
Down the chimney came Nick like a hot trumpet 
blast. 
He was wrapped up to kill , Man, a real kookie dresser! 
And his rags were, like, way out! Pops! He was a 
gasser! 
A sack full of goodies hund down to his tail , 
He looked like a postmas with Basie's" fan mail. 
His lids-Man, they sizzled! His dimples were smiles! 
His cheeks were like Dizzy's," his beak was like 
Miles'"! 
His puckered up mouth was, like, blowing flat E, 
And his chin hid behind a real crazy goatee! 
The tip of a butt he had snagged in his choppers, 
And he took a few drags just like all cool 
be-boppers ; 
He had a weird face, and a solid reet middle 
That bounced when he cracked, like a gutbucket 
fiddle! 
He was shaking with meat , meaning he was no square, 
And 1 flipped 'cause I'd always thought his was 
longhair! " 
But the glint in his eye and the beat in his touch 
Soon gave me the message. This cat was too 
much! " 
He blew not a sound, but skipped right to his gig, 
And stashed all the stockings, then came on real big, 
And flashing a sign, like that old Schnozzle" bit, 
And playing it hip, up the chimney he split; 
He flew to his skids, to his group blew a lick, 
And they cut out real cool, on a wild frenzied kick, 
But 1 heard him sound off , with a razz-a-ma-tazz : 
COOL CHRISTMAS TO ALL, AND, LIKE, ALL OF 
THAT JAZZ! " 
all nf 
au~ 
nur ira~rrs 
irurfartnrs: 
]Irry 
QIQristmas 
·Jrnsprrnus 
:!lrrry 
au~ 
1975! 
Sincerely, _ 
The Staff of the '74-'75 BROWN AND GOLD 
IRO;·D~s=~~ d·-4~1/i 
.. @>tug mr nnw 
In case you're interested in 
n f 11i h r t. I! t m tt ~ ~ ~ ~ • • really getting into the spirit of ~ ·~ ~ u. ~ _ _ _ the season, the Brown and 
Gold would like to supply you 
0 Come, All Y e Faithful 
o come, all ye faithful, Joyful and triumphant, 
0 come ye, 0 come ye to Bethlehem: Come and behold 
. Him, 
Born the King of angels: 
0 sing choirs of angels: Sing in exultation, 
0 sing, all ye citizens of heaven above: Glory to God, all 
Glory in the highest: 
\1~~, All hail! Lord we greet Thee, Born this happy morning: 
0 Jesus, to Thee be all glory given: Word of the Father, 
,._ __ Now In flesh appearing: 
REFRAIN 
0 come, let us adore Him, 0 come, let us adore Him, 
0 come, let us adore Him, Christ the Lord. 
Bark! The Herald 
Angles Sing 
Hark I the herald angels sing, "Glory to the newborn. King: 
Peace on earth and mercy mild, God and sinners 
reconciled ! " 
Joyful, all ye natio~s rise, Join the triumph of the skies: 
With th' angelic host proclaim, "Christ is born in 
Bethlehem ! " 
Christ, by highest heaven adored, Christ, the everlasting 
Lordi" 
Come, Desire of Nations, come, Fix in us Thy humble 
home. 
Veiled in flesh the Godhead see: Hall th' Incarnate Deity, 
Pleased as man with men to dwell: Jesus, our Emmanuel!" 
Hail, the heaven-born Prince of Peacel Hall, the Sun of 
Righteousness! 
Light and life to all He brings, Risen with healing In his 
Wings: 
Mild He lays His glory by, Born that man ·na more may die, 
Born to raise the sons of earth, Born to give they second 
birth: 
REFRAIN 
Hark I the herald angels sing, "Glory to the new·born 
King I" 
The First Noel 
The first Noel the angel did say, Was to certain poor 
shepherds, in fields where they lay, In fields where they 
lay tending their sheep, On a cold winter's night that was 
so deep. 
ey looked up and saw a star Shining in the 
1io.MI-.. ..... ... ast beyond them far, And to the earth it 
gave great light, And so it continued both day and night. 
REFRAIN 
Noel, Noel, Noel, Noel, Born is the King of 
with the material to kindle the 
yule fire in the heart of the 
coldest Scrooge. 
Joy to the World 
Joy to the world! the Lord is come: 
· Let earth receive her King: 
Let ev'ry heart prepare Him room, 
_And heav'n and nature sing, 
And heav'n and nature sing, 
And heav'n and heav'n and nature sing. 
Joy to the earth! the Savior reigns: 
Let men their songs employ: 
While fields and floods, rocks, hills, and plains, 
Repeat the sounding joy, 
Repeat the sounding joy, 
Repeat, repeat the sounding joy. 
He rules the world with truth and grace, 
And makes the nations prove 
The glories of His righteousness, 
And wonders of His love, 
And wonders of His love, 
And wonders, and wonders of His love. 
Deck the Balls 
Dech the halls with boughs of holly 
Fa-la·la·la·la, _La·la·la-la 
'Tis the season -to be lolly, 
Fa·la·la·la·la, La·la·la·la · 
Don we now our gay apparel, 
Fal·la·la·la·la, La·la·la·la 
Troll the ancient Yuletide carol 
· Fa·la-la·la-la La·la·la·la. , . 
See the blazing Yule before us, 
Fa·la-la-la·la, La·l~·la-la 
Strike the harp and loin the chorus, 
Fa·la-la-la·la, La·la-la-la 
Follow me in merry measure, 
Fa·la-la-la-la, La·la·la-la 
While I tell of Yuletide treasure, 
Fa-la-la-la-la, La·la-lci-la. 
Fast away the old year passes, 
Fa-la-la-la-la, La-la-la-la 
Hail the new, ye lads and lasses, 
Fa~a~a~a~a. La~a~a~a 
Sing we joyous all together, 
Fa~a~a~a~a. La~a~a~a 
Heedless of the wind and weather 
Fa-la-la-la-la, La-la·la-la. 
Wednesby, December 
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Student plane fares reinstituted? 
How can legislation that's been airlines. According to CPS into the airlines' pockets at the 
unanimously passed by the Sen- syndicated columnist Ron I;Ien- same time." -
ate, introduced in various forms by dren, who has been investigating 
rriore than 170 House members air fare legislation, 'It simply 
and considered by most critics to doesen't make sense in this time of 
be beneficial to young people, energy shortages to permit jumbo 
senior citizens, handicapped per- jets to traverse the continent half 
sons and airline industries die an empty-not when the reinstatement 
almost unnoticed death? of discount fares could fill _ them, 
When it's bogged down in a saving automobile gas on the 
I;Iouse subcommittee. ground and putting more money 
Yet for all the bill's apparent 
benefits says Hendren, Congress 
hasn't shown much inclination to 
hold hearings on the issue. 
Interested persons should write 
their representative, House of 
Representatives, Washington, DC, 
20515. 
That's the case with discount air .. -11111!!!!!!!!!!!!11---------------------.. 
Dorothe Ellerby as the maid severely reprimands the 
professor [Mark Onstott] in the Regis Theatre's production of 
Eugene Iones co's obsurdist comedy, The Lesson." 
faco Iog;,J,tion oow •w•iting ho"- aa tch-ings before the subcommittee on 
Transportation and Aeronautics. 
The bill would reinstate reduced 
fares on a standby ba~is for people 
who are under 22, over 65, or • th 'em 
Yearbook reorganized 
to feature sections 
handicapped. n e pa W 
Discount fares were halted June 
1 of this year after a ruling by the 
Civil Aeronautics Board that they 
were \mjustly discriminitory." 
The proposed law would overrule 
that decision, allowing discount 
fare passengers to travel as long 
as there is space available on 
By JOYCE SANCHEZ 
B&G FEATUR~ STAFF 
The Ranger co-editors Holly 
Butzen and Joe Press have some 
new ideas about how they will 
organize the 74-75 yearbook. They 
have changed the layout from a 
yearly format to a more sectional 
arrangement: for example, all 
sports will be in one section, all 
JRRRRRQIQIIIIIIIQIRQQI 
Editors Qu-ote Book 
I'm opposed to millionaires, but it 
would be dangerous to offer me 
that position." 
UOOOOPOOOOOPOOOOOOPPP 
Journalism 
class It aught 
by FitzPatrick 
By JEROME KELLY 
EDITOR 
Have you ever wondered how 
the -Denver Post or the Rocky 
Mountain News manages to com-
pile an eighty or nenety page 
newspaper with all the latest" 
with precision regularity? Or why 
some radio stations have more 
commercials than others? Or how 
the weatherman on television got 
his job? If so, you might want to 
sign up for Journalism (Co 475). 
The course will cover all of the 
media and the student will be· 
shown techniques for writing for 
each of these media. If you think 
all there is to journalism is writing 
you're in for a big suprise. Layout 
design, editorial cartooning, and 
advertising wilr be among the 
diverse topics discussed. 
The course will be taught by 
Paul FitzPatrick, a former Special 
Assistant to the director of the 
Office of Telecommunications 
Policy for President Nixon. Fitz-
Patrick received his A.B. from 
Holy Cross College in Worcester, 
Massachusetts and his M.S. in 
Telecommunications from the Uni-
versity of Colorado. He has 
worked for former Congressman 
McKevitt and Senator Peter Dom-
inick and is currently ·a speech-
writer for Governor John Vander-
hoof. 
REGIS LIQUOR 
HEADQUARTERS 
WEEKDAYS 9 A.M.~ 10-P .M 
FRI & SAT. 9 A.M. ~ ll A.M. 
~.. ID 
social events in another, to make 
browsing easier. · 
Unfortunately, there won't be 
-any more color pictures than last 
year, however, a new type of 
effect will be used, a color tone 
that will give the effect of natural 
color. 
A new section will also be 
added, Student Life", which will 
include candid shots of the ranch 
people in the dorms, cafeteria, and 
classrooms- yes, and more pictures 
of the day students. 
Under the direction of Billy 
Callahan and AKY, the Ranger 
plans a sales promotion week at 
the beginning of , the. second 
semester, featuring a drown night, 
a slide show, and selling on a 
door-to-door basis. 
Vince Costellano is in charge of 
fund raising, but so far, efforts 
have been frustrated by contrary 
Colorado weather that insists on 
snowing during a car wash pro-
motioP. 
The finished results of this 
organized effort will be seen at 
the beginning of the fall semester 
1975. 
desired flights. 
The National Student Lobby 
(NSL) is working for passage of 
this legislation as well as a 
companion bill that would leberal-
ize the conditions under which US 
airlines may offer inclusive tour 
charters to the traviling public. 
Accordipg to Arthur Rodbell, 
executive director of NSL, pass-
age of the discount fare bill could 
save students $100 million annual-
ly. Passage of the charter bill 
would expand opportunities for 
group travel, Rodbell said, and 
save individual students more 
than half the current air fares. 
The disc'bunt fare bill would 
affect more than 1.6 million 
students who travel 500 miles or 
more between their homes and 
schools, according to figures from 
the US Office of Education. 
The bill could also prove to be a 
boon for financially hard pressed 
Try BROWN AND GOLD Classi-
fieds! 
PHONE 45!5-3711 
NORTH FEDERAL -
"66" SERVICE 
PHILLrP• S TIRES - BATTERIES - ACCESSORIES 
. BRAt<i'!S .. "TUNE UP - ROAD SERVtCE 
Diagnostic tune-ups 
ISOOO FEDERAl- 'BLVD. DENVER. COLO. 80221 
HAPPY 
HOLID·AVS 
To Faculty and students 
'*Busby Liquors 
4901 Lowell 
455-4531 
By MARK POUNDS 
One nice thing about having your own ~olumn in a tacky neWSP,aper 
like this, is that in the last issue of the year you can bitch and cry and 
moan about what a bad year it was, and everybody will read it and 
think back on the events of the past months and say to themselve, 
"You know, he's right, it really was a poor year for existence." 
Misery loves company. 
Academically, 1974 was somewhat less than peaches and cream. 
Just about the time we read in Time magazine that more A's are now 
being given than at any other period in the history of higher 
education, the federal government informs us that no longer will 
these imaginary manifestations of great intelligence be sent home, 
where, conceivably, our families would be awed by the budding young 
geniuses that they have raised up. But since this will all now remain a -
great secret unless we sign this, kiss this, and just generally jump 
· through hoops in order for all this good news to be sent home, most 
families will go along secure in the knowledge that their sone or 
daughter is just as stupid as ever, and not likely to improve. Letters 
of recommendation are now expected to have about as much effect as 
President Ford's economic policy since few if any teachers are willing 
to say that you are an intellectual degenerate to your face, these 
letters can no longer be held in confidentiality so this is what it all 
amounts to. 
Breast cancer came into its own in 197 4. Two prominent American 
women had the extreme misfortune of having to go through the 
operation, and immediately all we hear is breast cancer this, and 
breast cancer that. Feature articles in national magazines, TV 
specials, and cute little jingles on the radio urging us to "Look for 
Lumps" have all sprung out of this. Breast cancer may become bigger 
than the current infatuation lor Kung-Fu.- All I can say about 
Kung-Fu is that I'd rather not talk about it. " 
Also in 1974, we have Richard Nixon "resigning with honor" and 
Gerald Ford proving to be an inefficinet but harmless little man who 
look ridiculous in a Cossack hat. Next year we will conceivably get to 
see if Betty looks any better in a kimono, she might, but don't hold 
your breath. · 
Speaking about next year, another nice thing about having your 
own column is that you can look forward to next year predicting 
higher prices, prophesying doom, despair, and other never-before 
achieved heights of degradation and loss for all . mankind and be 
pretty safe in everything that you say. After all, it is almost a natural 
law that the New Year will be worse than the Old, sure as the sun 
rises. Now don't get me wrong, I'm not saying that next year is the 
one where giant fissures open up in the earth, the sun does not rise, 
and huge boulders plummet down from the sky, I'm just saying that 
by this time next year you'll simply feel like all of this has happened to 
you. HAPPY NEW YEAR! 
ut 
{w~t · of Re_gjs) · 
,· _ • . . . . . . ____ , J• QH .52nd_Ave. -
· .Skas, Boots, Poles $5.50 · 
-.Second day $4.50 
White Sta · •d 
. ·. ·. g . -
Aspen Ski ·wear 
-Complete Rental Dept~ . 
·fOl- Discount to Regis 
Stud~nts with /~D.'s 
424-'1778 
5300. Wadsworth Blvd 
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Peck brings Robin Graham story to the screen 
By JIM O'NEILL 
ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR 
THE DOVE 
The man versus nature theme 
never seems to completely disap-
pear in modern art forms. With 
continuous decline of environment-
al beauty and consequent domina-
tion by man-co'ltrolled forces 
there manages to persist intermit-
tently a human need for identifica-
tion with mother eart to which 
man ultimately belongs. 
This, combined with the mortal 
quest of achieving a mammoth 
goal, lies behind the story ..- of 
Gregory Peck's latest endeavor as 
a producer, "The Dove." The film 
is based upon the prize-winning 
book about a true story of a 
teenage boy who sails around the 
world on a 23-foot sloop. 
"'' The young man, Robin Lee 
Graham, is portrayed by a new-
comer to the screen, Joseph· 
Bottoms (brother of Timothy 
Bottoms). Graham is 16 years old . 
when his departure from Los 
Angeles marks the beginning of 
his journey which· will take him 
approximately three years. 
Not only is "The Dove" a story 
of human striving but it also 
becomes an account of the growth 
process and maturation of the hero 
whose teacher is the sea. Nature , 
is the instructor, one who is both scenes depicting those wilderness 
kind and cruel. It gives Graham a areas that are still relatively 
sense of awe and comfort but it undisturbed by man. 
also reveals its demonic side by Joseph Bottoms and Deborah 
taking away life and serving as a Jaffin gave moving performances 
constant source of physical conflict as Donald and Patty which carried 
for Graham. the film even through several 
Set into this oceanic adventure technically awkward parts. "The 
is a love affair between Robin and D " th h t fl 1 · ove , oug no aw ess, IS a 
a young girl named Patty (Debo- nice little work which leaves the 
rah Raffin) who he meets in the viewer with a sense of human 
Western Isles. The young lady is achievement and appreciation for 
soon given priority over the the vast, unexplor~.;d realms of 
voyage which the boy decides to nature. 
give up in favor of settling down 
with his newly acquired love. Due THE LONGEST YARD 
to his father's coaxing, however, "The Longest Yard" is not by 
the Romeo of the seas takes to the any means a great movie. It really 
water again, and despite many ups isn't even completely worthwhile 
and down, both professional and as a visual experience for that 
emotional, Robin makes it into the matter. Nonetheless, it is refresh-
prot of Los Angeles, a fully grown ing in that it is the first film about 
and learned man, now a husband prison life -which is somewhat 
and expectant father. optimistic. Inmates are not con-
Robert Jarrett directed "The stantly being massacred and raped 
Dove;' in a somewhat detached and for· once. 
subtle fashion. A combination love The movie's aim is to entertain 
story, life quest, growth journey, •and it does this quite well. Burt 
and environmental study may .. Reynolds' depiction of a former 
have been just a little bit too much footBall star quarterback who 
to handle. He treated nature not finds himself in jail after stealing 
as something totally domineering his girlfriend's car and resisting 
and vengeful as in "The Ra arrest is perhaps his best comic 
Expeditions" but as an entity ' role to date. His part, however, is 
sacred in its own right, existing for oftentimes overshadowed by the 
itself and not for man's need for powerful performance of support-
contest and conquest. The film's ing actor Eddie Albert, who plays 
most beautiful moments were the tyrannic, self-seeking prison 
warden. 
Harrison brings star 
-caravan to Denver 
The corruption and senseless-
ness of the modern day prison 
system becomes evident here but 
not to the point where it gets 
overindulgent and nauseating. 
The satirical humor is oftentimes 
quite effective, moreso thar. blunt 
brutality, and the movie concludes 
with an exciting football match 
between the inmates and the · 
guards whose funny moments, 
which are many, are reminiscent 
of the same comic situation which 
By JIM O'NEILL 
ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR 
included "Willie Goe Round in 
Circles", "Space Race", and "Noth-
in' from Nothin'." · 
took place in "Mash." If you're 
looking for a flick which will give 
you simply an enjoyable two hours 
then "The Longest Yard" is 
probably your best choice right 
now. 
"A Very Natural Thing" 
There is a problem in making a 
film about gay relationships foi-' 
· the general public: what gays-
consider "facts of life" the general 
public views as symbols of a 
decaying society. 
"A Very Natural Thing" is an 
honest, candid, brass-tacks inter-
pretation of the inherent problems 
in relationships between gay . 
males. It is not a nihilistic 
exploitation film along the lines of 
"The Boys in the Band," but 
neither is it a Doris Day glossing 
over of the facts of life. 
~- -
1 
The story involves a young man 
(Robert Joel) who has left the 
priesthood after an internal battle 
over the compatibility of his 
reli~on w~th his homosexuality. 
He is oriented toward a perma-
nent, monomgamous relationship 
and attempts to establish one with 
the wrong person, a swinging 
· businessman plaxed by Curt Gar-
eth. After this relationship 
inevitably breaks up, Joel does the 
flip-flops to the other extreme and 
othwarts the nesting instincts of a 
second potential lover, a divorced 
photographer played by Bo White. 
This film is not for tender 
sensibilities, but it is for open-
minded viewers who want to 
understand human problems, but 
who don't demand rosy universal 
solutions~ 
George Harrison rolled on to the 
Denver Coliseum stage recently 
'or the biggest superstar concert 
;ince Bob Dylan's comeback in 
<'ebruary. Harrison appeared 
tuite different than he did during 
he time of his Bangia Desh 
:~ncert at Madison Square Gard~n 
n 1970. The long hair and beard 
re now gone, his facial character-
sties being more typical of the 
lergeant Pepper look of 1967. 
Ravi Shankar and his entourage 
of Indian musicians put forth what 
proved to be the finest portion of 
the two and a half hour concert. 
Although he only played the sitar 
for a few numbers Shankar's 
a~ility as a CO,!_Jductor combined 
w1th the talents of several Eastern 
vocalists and instrumentalists• 
gave Harrison's audience a view of 
how his brand of rock is converg-
ing sensibly with mystic music. 
BURGER CHEF 
This tour is something of a 
mdmark in that George is the 
irst of the Beatles to attempt an 
,merican tour since the band split 
p. Despite constant rumors 
bout a possible reunion for that 
roup, Harrison himself seems 
uite content to be working on his 
wn at present. 
Anyone who attended the con-
~rt expecting an evening with no 
ne but George Harrison was in 
>r a dissappointment. The 
eatles' former lead guitarist was 
1e first to appear under the 
)otlight but he was immediately 
1llowed by an array of musicians 
·ho were stars in their own right: 
om Scott, Billie Preston, and 
avi Shankar, as well as some of 
ngland's finest session men. 
hese individuals comprised Har-
son's back-up band, but George 
as also forced to step away from 
mter stage and allow the others 
' do some of their own numbers. 
Tom Scott played a new song, 
romcat", from his latest album. 
\e biggest respon~e came not 
ith Harrison's popular songs but 
ith some numbers by Billie 
reston who if given a little more 
me would have stolen the show 
om Harrison. Preston's bits 
George's own songs revealed a 
new outlook on life, a more 
agreeable and happy one probably 
due to the influence of Shankar 
and Eastern mysticism. He 
changed the lyrics in "While My 
Guitar Gently Weeps" to "While 
My Guitar Gently Smiles." Other 
material which he recorded with 
the Beatles and sang on stage that 
night included "Something" and 
"In My Life", a Lennon-McCartney 
song. 
Several new things were includ-
ed from Harrison's upcoming 
album on his own new record label, 
the Dark Horse company. 
The band came back on to do an 
encore for a 
1
Crowd who just 
wouldn't let go. George then 
ended the evening with "My 
Sweet Lord" which seemed to 
express his current jubilation in 
life and a desire to communicate 
and share that happiness. Perhaps 
this is why, after so long, he is 
finally coming out. He seems to 
have gained new confidence i 
himself as a performer and is 
moving towards a state where h 
can shake the lingering curse o 
Beatlemania and present pure! 
his own new brand of music. 
eorge Harrison appeared in Dr>nver 
•ncert tour with Ravi Shankar q_nd Billy 
IS BEHIND THE RANGERS 
Each nite· after 9pm 
Burgerchef 
would like to 
offer you 
their 
Ranger Special 
Buy A Super -ShefTi 
Large Drink 
·Get 
Free FriiiS 
Please Brin' 
Re~ia, ll). 
II;Jsl~efl•;•ll 
S~l•e•l••le 
Nov. 30 
Oec.3 
Dec. 6 
Dec.10 
Jan.6 
Jan 10 
Jan.11 
Jan.16 
Jan. 18 
Jan.21 
Jan. 24 
Jan. 25 
Jan. 31 
Feb. 1 
Feb. 4 
Feb. 7 . 
Feb. 8 
Feb.10 
Feb.14 
Feb.J7 
Feb.19 
Feb. 21 
Feb. 22 
.... b.24 
· 'Feb. 28 
REGIS COLLEGE 
BASKETBALL SCHEDULE 
1974-75 
Col. Of Santa Fe at Regis 
So Colo. State Col . at Pueblo 
Wayne State at Regis 
UNCatAEGtS 
UNC at Greeley 
Ft . Lewis Col. at Durango 
Western State at Gunnison 
Western New Mex1co Univ ~ly, 
at Sikfer C1ty, N .M. 
Adams State CoL at Alamosa 
Ph•llips Univ. (Ok la.) at REGIS 
So. Utah State Col . at REGIS 
Westmmster Col. at AEGIS 
Western State at REGIS 
Ft . Lew•s Col. at REGIS 
So. Colo. State Col. at REGIS 
Westminster Col . at Salt Lake 
So. Utah at Cedar City, Utah 
OUatOU 
CSMat REGIS 
DUal REGIS 
AFA at Air Force 
Adams State at REGIS 
West. N.M. Univ. at AEGIS 
CSM at Golden 
Nebraska Wesleyan at REGIS 
7:30p.m. 
8:00p.m 
8:30p.m 
7:30p.m. 
8:00p.m. 
7:30p.m. 
7:30p.m. 
7:30p.m. 
7:30p.m. 
8:30p.m. 
8:30p.m. 
7:30p.m. 
7·30 p.m. 
7:30p.m. 
8:30p.m 
7:30p.m. 
7:30p.m. 
7:30p.m. 
7:30p.m. 
7:30p.m. 
7:30p.m. 
8:30p.m. 
7:30p.m. 
7:30p.m. 
8:30p.m. 
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Ranger ba ketball fortunes look prOmising for '75 
By JOHN GARGULAK 
SPORTS EDITOR 
Coming off a bleak 5-2? seaso~, 
the second worst log m. Regis 
basketball history, there IS only 
d·,rection for Ranger fortunes one t . 
-UP! Jim Karabetsos, ~e urmng 
for his second campaign, has 
developed in only one year of 
ruiting the type of squad he rec 'th bould work best WI . 
s Last season he inherited to a 
large extent a somewhat talented 
hampered with injurie; in the 
early season. Tim Clifford, who 
really came on strong late last 
seaso~, just returned to practice 
followmg a leg injury. Three year 
letterman Mike Hicks will probab-
ly be sidelined by an infectious 
membrane around the heart. Last 
season he ranked as the team's 
second leading scorer at 16.9, 
despite being hampered by bone 
chips in the knee. 
As was the case last year, the 
backbone of the team will consist 
Tony DuCross pumps one in during a practice session for the 
Rangers' bottle with Wayne State. The Rangers lost .by a 
narrow two-point margin. (P~oto by Jeff R1eth) 
though undisciplined group from of Tony DuCros and Le~ Gray. 
the quickest player in the league 
and should blossom into stardom. 
With the addition of Nil! en as his 
running mate at guard Elwood will 
not be forced to carry the load of 
scoring, setting the offense and 
keying the defense as was requir-
ed of him last year. Hopefully, the 
Nillen-I-i:enson combination will 
key a fast break triggered by the 
exceptional rebounding of the 
front line. DuCros and Gray are 
sometimes hesitant in making the 
quick outlet pass necessary for the 
break but with a more wide open 
offense the Rangers could be one 
of the more explosive teams in the 
area. 
Coach Karabetsos is a winner, 
he along with assistant Bob Pierce 
played on the 1960-61 Northern 
Michigan team that went 20-3, 
finishing third in the NAJA. Regis 
can't realistically hope to match 
that feat especially without the 
services of anyone over 6'7", 
however they could come close to 
reversing last season's 5-20 record. 
'--It took Karabetsos only one 
season to find the players who 
wanted to pay the price and win 
with him. 
Close losses mark action 
ByB&GSPORTSSTAFF 
By grabbing their opener over 
the College of Santa Fee the Regis 
College basketballers accomplish-
ed what took them 17 games to do 
last season. It appears that Jim 
Karabetsos' team on the virtue of 
that victory alone has come a long 
way towards establishing them-
selves as a force to be reckoned 
with in this season's RMAC race. 
Following the convincing victory 
over College of Santa Fe the Regis 
basketball team put together a 
pair of less encouraging outings, 
dropping contests at Southern 
Colorado State and being dumped 
by Wayne State at home. 
Southern Colorado State opened 
its season at home with the 
Rangers. sese and Regis locked 
himself into a real dual until 
Southern Colorado behind John 
Anderson pulled ahead late in the 
first half. 
The Rangers could only manage 
a miserable 36.7 percent from the 
floor that half as they went from a · 
15-12 lead with 8:30 left to a 
halftime deficit of 43-27. 
Things didn't improve much in 
the second half. Following a pair 
of free throws by Elwood Henson 
and Wellmon Sampson tip in SCSC 
soon found itself in command of 
-9-37 lead. Tony DuCros and 
0ampson possibly sparked by the 
frenzied play of perito Bonnicelli · 
led a charge down the stretch that 
narrowed the lead down to its final 
79-76 margin. 
It could be said that the Rangers 
simply ran out of time in th~ one, 
they had momentum but couldn't 
survive their horrible performanc-
es ending the first half and 
starting the second half. 
As opposed to the SCSC game 
the Wayne State tilt _was one 
where the Rangers played in a 
contest that lasted a little to long. 
Unable to hang on to a slim 48-45 
lead with less than 4:00 left Wayne 
rallied to pull a narrow 54-52 
victory. 
Santa Fe opened their -seaon 
with a convincing victory over 
Metro State and after defeating 
Regis last season without the 
services of top guard Alvin 
Herbert it appeared that the 
Rangers could be in for a long 
night. 
Gray, the Rangers dominated the 
play from the onset and coasted to 
a 81-67 victory. 
This was not to happen. Behind 
the spirited play of transfer John 
Nillen, along- with the fine inside 
work of Tony DuCros and Lee 
Despite the two defeats the 
Rangers still have come a long 
way. Undoubtedly they play 
tough defense, and are strong 
inside as soon as Henson, Nillen, 
and their associates at guard get 
untracked the Rangers opeining 
their conference schedule on Jan. 
10 should be on their way to a 
su<'cessful season. 
1974-75 REGIS COLLEGE BASKETBALL SCHEDULE 
Nov. 30 (Sat.) College of Santa Fe Regis 
Dec. 3 (Tue.) South. Colo. State Col. Pueblo, Colo. 
Dec. 6 (Fri.) Wayne State *Regis 
Dec. 10 (Tue.) U. ofNo'i-thern Colo. Regis 
Jan. 6 (Mon.) U. of Northern Colo. Greeley, Colo. 
Jan. 10 (Fri.) **Fort Lewis College Durango, Colo. 
Jan. 11 (Thu.) **Western State CoJ.·Gunnison, Colo. 
Jan. 16 (Thu.) **West. New Mexico U. Silver City, N.M. 
Jan. 18 (Sat.) **Adams State College Alamosa, Colo. 
Jan. 21 (Tue.) Phillips U. (Oi<h.) Regis 
Jan. 24 (Fri.) **South. Utah State Col. *Regis 
Jan. 25 (Sat.) **Westminster CollegeRegis 
Jan. ,31 (Fri.) **Western State Regis -
Feb. 1 (Sat.) **Fort Lewis College Regis 
Feb. 4 (Tue.) South. Colo. State Col. *Regis 
7:30p.m. 
8:00p.m. 
8:30p.m. 
7:30p.m. 
• 8:00p.m. 
7:30p.m. 
7:30p.m. 
7:30p.m. 
7:30p.m. 
8::!0 p.m. 
8:30p.m. 
7:30p.m. 
7:30p.m. 
7:30p.m. 
Feb. 7 (Fri.) **Westminster College Salt Lalie City, U. 
Feb. 8 (Sat.) **Southern Utah Cedar dity, Utah 
8:30p.m. 
7:30p.m. 
7:30p.m. 
Feb. 10 (Mon.) Denver University Denver, Colo. 
Feb. 14 (Fri.) **Colo. School of Mines Regis ' 
Feb. 17 (Mon.) Denver University Regis 
Feb. 21 (Fri.) **Adams State *Regis 
Feb. 22 (Sat.) **West. New Mexico U. 
Feb. 24 (Mon.) Nebraska Wesleyan *Regis 
* Regis College and High School Doubleheaders. 
** Rocky Mountain Athletic Conference Games. _ 
7:30p.m. 
7:30p.m. 
7:30p.m. 
8:30p.m. 
7:30p.m. 
8:00p.m. 
"' 
NORT.t4 FEDERAL CHEVRON 
4975N.FEDERAL 
-PH. 458-9858 
!a TUNE-UPS • BRAKE WORK • 01[ CHANGES 
Sat. 8 a.m.- 5 p.m. 
"Friendly Service" .Week days 6 a.m. -7 p.m. 
his predecessor, Wayne Monson. This pair was responsible. ~or 
Karabetsos wisely decided to rest keeping the Rangers com~etitiV:e 
his fortunes on the shoulders of a last season. DuCros, entermg h-is 
young, responsive group after it junior year as one o_f the. top 
was apparent from the season's re'bounders in the nat10~ with a 
onset that many of the team's 17.9 average las~ season, IS ~ bona 
members were going nowhere. fide al.l-~In:en~an candidate. 
Th~cloce,ili~amp~gnfin&ilie Gny~ mtim~ating defune and 1~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~. Regis mentor with that experienc- crowd pleasmg moves to the h 
ed nucleus that struggled through basket make him one of the Need spare cas 
last season along with a new crop RMAC's top big men. A 50 • 
of recruits. Despite the fact that p~rcent shoo
1
.te:t l~~t sgrea:s:~~~:~ 
there were no st:niors on last will have to Im~ IS a . he 
year's team, only five members which forced him out of six. of t : 
returned for this campaign. 18 games he appeared m ~~st. 
Karabetsos, using the recruiting season and kept him out of ac ~fn 
prowess that brought winning at key times due to ~oul f~ro~ e. 
basketball to D U in 1970, captur- Elwood Henson, t e ma [~­
ed some top pr~spects for this turnee, holds the key to . e 
season. success of this se~son:~ ~ampai~n. 
Mike Deutsch and Welmon The 6'1" ·"Vitamm E IS possibly 
Sampson,' both 6'7", should bolster 
tho front line which was too often • 
found lacking in size last season. 
Deutsch, a Regis High grad, was 
an all-state selection last year. He 
will not be available until the 
second semester after coming off 
knee surgery, 
John Nillen, a transfer from 
Marquette University, and Doug 
Mize, a 6'4" frosh, should also help 
out. Both are good ball handlers 
who penetrate well. Mize is an 
excellent shooter from the 15-18 
foot range. A knee injury may 
keep Doug out of a few early 
games. Niller, the possessor of 
excellent court sense, plays good 
defense and moves the ball well, 
he should blend good defense and 
moves the ball well, he should 
blend in well with Elwood Henson 
as a playmaking guard. 
Two of the five returnees were-
Thousands of Topics 
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New attention directed at marijuana legislation 
By JOHN GHRIST 
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE 
"The dike has really broken," 
exhulted Gordon Brownell, the 
West Coast Coordinator for the 
National Organization for the 
Reform of Marajuana Laws 
(NORML), following a series of 
Washington events over the last 
two weeks concerning marijuana. 
A series of statements by 
officials high in the Ford adminis-
tration and the opening of hear-
ings on the marijuant'. question by 
a Senate subcommittee have mov-
ed the federal gov_ernment away 
from the harsh anti-marijuana 
stance of the Nixon administra-
tion. 
The most striking event was a 
speech recently made by Dr. 
<!..Robert L. DuPont, the Director of 
the National Institute on Drug 
Abuse and head of the White 
House office on Drug Abuse 
Prevention. 
Speaking before a national con-
ference held by NORML, DuPont 
stressed that criminal penalties for 
marijuana use "are costly and 
should be avoided." 
He said that special federal 
attention has been given to the 
Oregon marijuana laws, which call 
for apprehended users to pay a 
$100 fine-a fine which is handled 
much like a traffic ticket. 
DuPont also emphasized the 
medical uncertainties of pot use 
and said that while heavy criminal 
penalties should not be imposed, 
the use of marijuana should always 
be .discouraged. 
DuPont was followed on the 
NORML rostrum by J. Pat Hor-
ton, Lane County, Oregon's Dis-
trict Attorney, who spoke specifi-
cally on the beneficial effects of the 
Oregon law. 
Horton said that since the enw 
law took effect, police have been 
able to concentrate their time and 
energies on more violent crime, 
~Vld that the Oregon prison 
population is now properly made 
up of felons rather than marijuana 
smokers. 
Dr. Thomas Bryant of the 
privately funded Drug Abuse 
Council pointed out that according 
to a recent survey, 40 percent of 
Oregon's pot smokers say they've 
begun smoking less since the law 
went into effect. Bryant, however, 
could offer no explanation for this. 
DuPont reemphasized his posi-
tion at hearings held November 19 
and 20 by a subcommittee of the 
Senate Labor and Public Welfare 
Committee, chaired by Sen. Har-
old Hughes (D-Ia.), which has been 
holding hearings o marijuana. 
Hughes and Sen. Jacob Javits 
(R-N.Y.) introducted a bill early 
last year calling for the removal of 
all criminal penalties for the 
private use and possession of 
marijuana. 
DuPont told the subcommittee 
that he opposes jail terms for 
marijuana users, but that the legal 
and medical aspects of marijuana 
are two different things. There 
are probably serious medical dang-
ers involved in marijuana use, he 
said, but serious criminal penalties 
were the wrong way to deal with 
the problem. 
Under questioning by Hughes, 
DuPont said he felt the medical 
dangers of marijuana were not as , 
great as those involved in the use 
of alcohol and tobacco. 
He went on to admit that he had 
personally used marijuana from 
1960 to 1965. Explaining that he 
did it to find out what people were 
talking about when they referred 
to marijuana use, DuPont said that 
it was not a pleasant experience _ 
for him and he had "no ihtention -of 
using it again." 
Dr. Jerome Jaffe, DuPont's 
predecessor in the White House 
post, followed him to the stand and 
gave an even stronger endorse-
Support our advertisers! 
ment of removing criminal penal-
ties to a fine or eliminate them 
completely. He qualified this by 
saying he realized that without the 
deterrent of illegality, recreational 
marijuana use could increase. 
Jaffe also revealed that he has 
held these views for a number of 
years, including those years he 
spent in the White House drug 
post, but that he felt compelled to 
keep his opinion ·private in the 
Nixon White House. As a result, 
he left that post last year with a 
"seonse of frustration." 
Meanwhile, the Justice Depart-
ment, which enforces the federal 
marijuana Ia ws, was emitting 
some confused signals on the 
marijuana issue. 
A week before the opening of 
the NORML conference, Attorney 
General William Saxbe said that 
he would not personally oppose 
any congressional or state efforts 
to change marijuana possession 
laws. 
A few days later, Earl Silbert, 
the U.S. Attorney for the District 
of Columbia, announced that as of 
December 2, his prosecutors 
WO\lld no longer seek convictions 
for possession for less than six 
joints. 
Coincidentally, Silbert's an-
nouncement followed the arrest of 
on-e of his top prosecutors for 
possession of an ounce of mari-
juana, found by polic investigating 
a burglary at his home. 
Silbert cited fiscal reasons for 
his no-prosecute policy. He called 
it "a conscious decision on our .part 
to allocate our limited resources to 
crimes-of violence." 
"There's no question the prose-
cution of theselmarijuana} cases 
absorbs a disproportionate amount 
of our limited resources," he 
added .. 
But Washington metropolitan 
police protested leniency for dope 
smokers, pointing to a law on the 
books that provides for criminal 
charges to be filed against an 
officer who doesn't arrest a 
lawbreaker. 
Taking his cue from the police, 
Saxbe told Silbert that if he 
persisted with the policy, he 
reappointment might be jeopar-
dized by Congressional and White 
House disapproval, according to a 
Scripps-Howard report. Silbert 
rescinded the order. 
In the past, however, Ford has 
revealed that he is not the 
hard-liner on marijuana that Presi-
dent Nixon was. When interviP,w-
ed as Vice-President by Dick 
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Cavett earlier this year, Ford said 
that if he discovered his children 
smoking pot, he would not turn 
them in, but instead- would treat 
the incident as a "family matter." 
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